Rain Worthington

Within a Dance
A Tone Poem of Love

for Small Orchestra
Transposed Score

Instrumentation

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Bb Clarinets
2 Bassoon

Violin 1
Violin 2
Viola
Cello
Contrabass

Duration: ca. 8’
Performance notes:
1. If doublestops are problematic in Vlns I or II, beginning in measure 112, then divide violin sections for those particular measures.
2. The tutti measures of rests (m167 & m170) are intentional for brief pauses in the music.

Program note: Reflecting on a first invitation to dance, and the continuation of the dance of love. ... a tenderness of touch; ... a lingering embrace; ... dancing a circular space; ... a song of two
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... a tenderness of touch

Andante ($= c. 88$) tenderly
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A lingering embrace
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...dancing a circular space
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